It is no wonder that U.S. President Barack Obama took shelter in a long view of history as he prepared to hand over power to then U.S. President-elect Donald J. Trump. “For every two steps forward, it often feels we take one step back,” Obama conceded during his farewell speech in Chicago on January 10, 2017. “But the long sweep of America has been defined by forward motion, a constant widening of our founding creed to embrace all, and not just some.”

He could see an ominous step back lurking just around the corner, and only the “long sweep” could rescue his legacy from the incoming administration. He spoke of the spirit of America, “born of the Enlightenment,” that has allowed it to “resist the lure of fascism and tyranny.” Echoing President Woodrow Wilson’s idea of universal law, he spoke of a post-World War II order “based not just on military power or national affiliations, but built on principles.”

And ten days later, President Obama handed over the world order to President Trump. “From this day forward,” said Trump, “a new vision will govern our land. From this day forward, it’s going to be only America first.”

The bumpy transition had turned into a holy war of words. Obama recited the creed of American exceptionalism and upheld the
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image of America as an enlightened global leader destined to lead for the good of all humanity. Trump appealed to nationalism—pure and simple.

Amid their historic duel, the two men appeared to be in agreement on one thing, in substance if not in style.

“We have taken out tens of thousands of terrorists—including Bin Laden,” said Obama. “The global coalition we’re leading against ISIL has taken out their leaders and taken away about half their territory. ISIL will be destroyed, and no one who threatens America will ever be safe.”

With a measure of stylistic innovation and a minor policy tweak, Trump picked up where Obama left off: “We will reinforce old alliances and form new ones—and unite the civilized world against radical Islamic terrorism, which we will eradicate completely from the face of the earth.”

Obama in Syria

Under Barack Obama, the United States launched two wars in Syria: a proxy war against the Syrian regime and a direct war against ISIS and other transnational jihadists. When it came to ISIS, Obama articulated his policy relatively bluntly and with less contradiction than his statements about Syrian President Bashar al-Assad.

One of the best examples emerges from Jeffrey Goldberg’s piece “The Obama Doctrine” for The Atlantic. Goldberg cites Obama using a Batman movie analogy to explain his problem with ISIS:

“There’s a scene in the beginning in which the gang leaders of Gotham are meeting,” the President would say. “These are men who had the city divided up. They were thugs, but there was a kind of order. Everyone had his turf. And then the Joker comes in and lights the whole city on fire. ISIL is the Joker. It has the capacity to set the whole region on fire. That’s why we have to fight it.”

Much of the handwringing about Obama’s ISIS policy seems to unwittingly point to his success. One idea mainstreamed by some of his critics is that the fight against ISIS “has become a vehicle and a guise for all actors to pursue their competing interests,” and that the weakening of ISIS is accompanied by the “resurfacing, often in more potent ways, of past fault lines.”

But that is precisely the point as far as Obama was concerned. The problem ISIS posed to him was that it upset the past fault lines: “Everyone had his turf. And then the Joker comes in and lights the whole city on fire.”

Furthermore, the regional competition seemed to have served U.S. purposes, not obstructed them, and fit well with Obama’s views on the efficient use of power.

Obama seemed to see himself as something of a shadow operator. In Libya, he let Sarkozy brag about his role in the war, while he would “purchase France’s involvement in a way that made it less expensive for us and less risky for us.”

If he can do it to friends, better still to opponents and enemies. Let Iran and Russia take as much of the burden as possible; he wanted to minimize expense and avoid taking the brunt of a ground operation.

“Real power,” he told Goldberg, “means you can get what you want without having to exert violence.”

But realists, too, are unsure what to make of Obama. Some seem happy that he articulated ideas that they see fit into a realist school of foreign policy, while others are disappointed that he neither articulated them enough nor succeeded in putting them into practice.

Stephen Walt is vocal among the latter, and he pays particular attention to Obama’s rhetoric. “This most articulate of presidents,” he said, “never articu-
lated a clear and coherent framework identifying vital U.S. interests.”

Obama’s belief in American exceptionalism and “his tendency to recite the familiar rhetoric of liberal hegemony,” according Walt, made him more liable to intervene where U.S. interests were not at stake.

It seemed easily predictable Obama would not dwell on Syria in a farewell speech meant in large part to imprint his legacy. Syria does not seem to fit in his stories about American exceptionalism, and there is little about it to inspire on an occasion that demanded nothing but inspiration.

But exceptionalism is more than just a mask; it is a national faith that extends beyond the president and the foreign policy establishment and often permeates Western institutions of knowledge.

As America offered a hand to the Syrian uprising, a lot of mainstream media would mistake the posture for policy and entire narratives would be built about a heartbroken United States facing another moral dilemma. A familiar kind of angst would resurface in the collective imagination: A lament that America’s idealistic aspirations for a better global order have been thwarted, and the faith of American exceptionalism has not been upheld. And if the goals are so sublime and the result so tragic, the only conclusion is that American policymakers do not know what they are doing.

The Outstretched Hand

Syria had its first encounter with American exceptionalism during Woodrow Wilson’s presidency. “If the people truly want independence,” he was said to have told King Faisal in 1919, “then I will not allow any country in the world to control Syria!”

Wilson sent Charles Crane and Henry King to gauge the public mood in Syria, in line with his new idea of national self-determination for people ruled by European powers. But soon enough after the King-Crane Commission, Faisal “met with reality” when he realized that despite “all efforts at pleasing Wilson… he [Faisal] was going to lose both Palestine and Syria….”

The Syrian historian Sami Moubayed offers a less-known sequel to the famous story—an unintended but telling episode that would display the enduring power of the Wilsonian pull.

Just three years later, in 1922, Crane decided to return to Syria. Although it was a private visit, Abd al-Rahman Shahbandar, who used to be Faisal’s right-hand man, was filled with hope again.

“He has the ear of influential members of Congress,” Shahbandar would tell skeptics who were suspicious and fearful they would be sold another illusion. “We must show him around, and he must see the damage done by the French, to convey it to the US government!”

Crane had nothing to offer to Syria, but he entrusted Shahbandar with money to give to two Syrian activists should they accept an offer for scholarships in the United States. Shahbandar was “clapped in chains the minute Crane left Damascus,” accused of receiving money from the United States to topple the French mandate, and sentenced to 20 years of hard labor.

In search of one of the activists, the French arrested a student and “locked her up for two hours in an empty tomb” to get information, took her to a prison “in a state of collapse,” and then proceeded to arrest dozens of Syrians active in opposing French rule who had taken to the streets in protest.

By virtue of his association with U.S. power, and the perception that he had access, Crane set off an unforeseen chain of events. Although we can rule out intent of influence with near certainty, intentions in this case did not really matter.

Fast forward to August 18, 2011. Unlike Wilson’s America, the United States had been for a long time
the dominant world power with global interests and long-standing intent to shape events in line with its interests. The intoxicating effect of a string of revolts against life-long dictators in Arab countries was fresh, the United States was militarily involved in a new, thinly veiled regime-change venture in Libya, and a popular uprising was underway in Syria.

“For the sake of the Syrian people” declared then U.S. President Barack Obama, “the time has come for President Assad to step aside.”

Into America’s Orbit

This time the pull was deliberately sustained. After Obama’s declaration came a string of high-profile international conferences under the enticing headline “Friends of Syria,” announcements and anonymous leaks of overt and covert support, and continuous moral proclamations about legitimacy.

With hindsight, all this may appear hollow, but hindsight can deceive. “Not knowing how it is all going to end is the mark of living through events,” writes the American philosopher Arthur Danto, in Narration and Knowledge. These statements and conferences may have turned out to be hollow, but that was not apparent at the time.

Obama later described his statement as nothing more than a moral judgment about how leaders should treat their people. But he was neither a parish priest nor a professor of ethics when he made it, and it was bound to have an effect on the calculations of all actors in the region. A significant segment of the Syrian uprising was gravitating into America’s orbit; increasingly counting on U.S. support, and acting on the expectation that Washington would deliver the needed help to overthrow the regime and seize power in Syria. Back in 2011, this would not necessarily have been a stupid calculation.

Of the Crane episode in 1922, Moubayed writes that it reveals how Syrians saw the United States “as a mystical, distant country that could somehow miraculously end all their troubles,” and Crane as “a knight in shining armor, coming to the Oriental East to save the Arabs from European colonialism, seemingly wanting nothing in return.”

It would be a step too far to imagine that Syrian politicians and activists in 2011 had similar illusions. It is more likely that they made calculations based not just on statements and conferences and other displays of intent to remove Assad, but also on readings of long-standing U.S. policy toward Syria and Iran.

The undercurrent of hostility to Iran’s regional influence and Syria’s role in enabling it was still potent in Washington, even after the exit of Obama’s predecessor, President George W. Bush.

Early on in the uprising, in November 2011, then-Assistant Secretary of State Jeffrey Feltman told senators that a new government in Syria “is not going to be the asset for Iran that Syria is today,” adding, “[i]t is in our strategic interest to see that this change takes place quickly.”

In the same hearing, Senator Marco Rubio twice asked Feltman whether he thought that the loss of the Assad regime would be a “devastating blow to
Iran,” and Feltman assured him that he thought it would.28

On and Off the Record

“There will be increasingly capable opposition forces. They will from somewhere, somehow, find the means to defend themselves as well as begin offensive measures.” – U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, February 23, 2012.29

A sense of inevitability grew that Assad was on his way out, and the CIA set up two operations rooms in Jordan and Turkey.30 U.S. allies ran an airlift of weapons,31 and a former U.S. official told the New York Times that David Petraeus, who was CIA director until November 2012, had been “instrumental in helping to get this aviation network moving.”32

As they calculated the flow of arms, the Americans kept one eye on Iran and Hezbollah, and another on international jihadist factions fighting against the regime.33

“It was never our goal to quickly topple the regime,” former U.S. Ambassador to Syria Robert Ford told me in a November 2016 interview, “because how would you topple it without direct U.S. military intervention? And no one in the administration, not me, not Clinton, not Petraeus, not anyone wanted U.S. direct military intervention. No one did.”

So the argument for more weapons, I asked, was always about a better negotiating position and never about regime change?

“Correct. I’m surprised that’s not already clear from the record,” said Ford.34

Ford stresses the record on negotiations, as well as on the start of U.S. aid, which he says was “too little too late.”35 But everyone knows that there was a covert operation that was not on the record.36 And even on the record, things do not seem as clear as Ford implies. While it is true that in many official public statements, U.S. officials emphasized a negotiated political solution, this was always a phrase of such elasticity that it was almost meaningless.37

And American official statements were often phrased to imply different things; in February 2013, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry would say “the totality of this effort,” related to U.S. and allied aid for the rebels, would “have an impact on the ability of the Syrian opposition to accomplish its goals.”38 There was never much doubt that for most of the rebels this would have meant toppling the regime. But does that reveal intent to help them achieve their aims, or was it just another official announcement to keep them in orbit?

Obama and the Washington Playbook

Before the Syrian uprising, Obama’s first step in Syria was a move away from George W. Bush’s posture that once bordered on regime change. Obama seemed to drift toward normalizing ties with Syria,39
and indicated he would change tactics when dealing with Iran.\footnote{40}

But while presidents can change direction, they do not re-author policy from scratch; the uprising in Syria breathed new life into the policy that had lain dormant even as Obama made moves to change it. Although advocating Bush-style regime change was almost politically impossible in Washington throughout Obama’s two terms,\footnote{41} the uprising presented an opportunity for a proxy war on the cheap.

Obama chose his battles on foreign policy carefully and pragmatically. When it came to what he perceived as threats and interests, such as the proliferation of chemical weapons in Syria and the nuclear deal with Iran, he would face down the various forces hostile to Iran in Washington and deal with the issue his own way. But a proxy war was different—there were no American lives at stake and no costly no-fly zones to pay for, just a flow of mostly Gulf-funded weapons into Syria, under the gaze of the CIA.

Although Obama later indicated he did not think it was going to change “the equation on the ground,” he decided to let them have it.\footnote{42}

But even if all of Obama’s intentions were to be somehow magically revealed, we still would not be able to appreciate the historical significance of his actions.\footnote{43} In history, more than anything, “our criteria for assessing performances are by and large behavioristic.”\footnote{44} What Obama intended to do would certainly enrich the record,\footnote{45} but a question of higher historical interest is what America ended up doing.

**Civil War within a Civil War (within a Civil War)**

There they were: the Syrian rebel factions America had pulled into orbit, at war with the unrestrained machinery of the Syrian state. And there, too, were Hezbollah and the Iranians, Iraqi militias aligned to Iran, as well as ISIS, Jabhat al-Nusra, and a pool of international jihadists, all fighting in one place. Even united, it was not clear the rebels could win; without unity, they stood little chance of survival.

The American dilemma lay in the overlap between the rebel factions they supported and the transnational jihadist factions, especially but not exclusively ISIS. Unlike nationalist rebel proxies and some other Salafi groups, the transnational jihadists could not be co-opted by the United States or even its Gulf allies.

The dilemma for the opposition was to manage the fault-lines in such a way to achieve rebel unity in the middle of the war. The task was complicated by the nature of the broader division between seculars and Islamists, which is often woven into the fabric of society,\footnote{46} with vaguely defined contours.

The United States resolved its dilemma by applying a “peeling policy” to its proxies,\footnote{47} marginalizing fighters it deemed undesirable or a threat. It would exert constant pressure on its loyal factions to separate from other groups. The United States’ distrust of the rebels and their base would color the relationship from the start and highlight an apparent contradiction in U.S. policy. To ensure loyalty in their proxies, the Americans sacrificed rebel unity and encouraged rebel infighting.\footnote{48}

The Americans also monitored the race between different rebel groups to provide services, as a measure of local support, and steered aid to balance it in favor of its chosen factions.\footnote{49}

The opposition body recognized by the West and Gulf states as representatives of the Syrian people would play a helping role, while maintaining an indignant posture.\footnote{50} In public, a now-familiar dynamic unfolded: The United States was constantly concerned, donor nations would continuously press the rebel groups to “separate themselves from what some of the extreme elements are doing.”\footnote{51} and the
opposition would perpetually plead for weapons, promising not to misuse them.52

But as the Americans armed the rebels to counter Iran and Hezbollah, Jabhat al-Nusra and ISIS were proving more effective on the ground. Little by little, the United States shifted its balancing strategy toward a stronger focus on weakening the transnational jihadists, effectively taking a load off the regime and its allies. And in 2014, the strategy would swing almost full force as ISIS advanced and America decided to step in directly.

The War on Terror Proliferates

Only one year had passed since Obama’s sudden and dramatic turnabout on striking Assad, which interventionists lamented as a crippling blow to U.S. power and credibility.53 Yet at the first sign that U.S. power was about to be deployed in Syria as a new extension of America’s “War on Terror,” the Syrian regime would promptly signal to America that it would like cooperate.54

Officially, the Americans rejected the offer. But even as the rebels, plagued by infighting, were pulled further apart, the United States, Syria, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries, a collection of Western countries, and later, Russia, were all sharing the skies over rebel-held areas and conducting their respective “Wars on Terror.”

Battered and besieged, U.S. proxies would now be reconfigured for the United States’ new fight; the Americans started steering55 them from fighting the regime to fighting transnational jihadists, particularly ISIS. Some rebels were suspicious, but their margin of choice was getting narrower and narrower.

“We need more focus on our fronts with the regime,” one rebel, who was not receiving U.S. support, would tell me as the Americans started bombing in northern Syria. “We cannot be distracted by the Daesh [ISIS] front and allow the regime to advance.”

The alluring Wilsonian pull had turned into a grip of steel, and U.S. help was becoming conditional on surrendering the very aim for which the rebels had risked, and perhaps lost, almost everything.

Russia entered the battleground directly in 2015 and let loose an aerial campaign against rebel-held areas in its own “War on Terror.” As mass misery unfolded in its wake, the United States would present an indignant posture.56 But the main dynamic of the new global “War on Terror” was clear: Between the Russian and Syrian governments and the Western-led coalition, it was open season from the skies on the fractured rebel base.

Off and Onshore Balancing

Writing in nostalgic praise of the realist creed, Paul Pillar looks back to the time when the United States practiced “offshore balancing” during the Iran-Iraq War of the 1980s.57

“When it appeared that Iraq would have difficulty keeping up the fight, the Reagan administration tilted toward Baghdad,” he recalled. “It would be better from the standpoint of U.S. interests and the prevention of anyone gaining regional hegemony to have both sides suffer from an exhausting stalemate.”

It was “offshore” because the United States tilted the balance by means other than direct military intervention. But the policy is flexible; Pillar suggests that George H.W. Bush was still broadly within offshore balancing when he went to war with Iraq over its invasion of Kuwait. The war was simply “recognition that occasionally even an offshore balancer has to come onshore to do the balancing.”58
Obama appears to have practiced some such blend of onshore and offshore balancing policy in Syria and Iraq, drawing insight from the Iran-Iraq War itself. The ISIS advance, he told the New York Times in July 2015, makes it difficult for Iran “to sustain a buffer, which has always been a significant motivator for them since the Iraq-Iran War.”

Iran’s sphere of influence in Iraq and perhaps its internal security were at threat, and Obama knew it; he would benefit from Iranian blood and treasure to minimize his own intervention so that ISIS can be contained at minimum cost, risk, and visibility for America, and with maximum impact.

Pillar says that instead of fretting about Iran’s role in the region, critics of Obama should “quietly” welcome “the expenditure of blood and treasure” by Iran as it does “heavy lifting in combating someone like ISIS.”

The key word is “quietly.” Realism guides the practice of policy, not its articulation—this is a sacred rule adhered to even by America’s most realist of presidents.

Corks and Scorpions

America’s balancing games across the Middle East echo an older tradition of balancing rooted in its “mother country.” In centuries past, Great Britain would aim to balance the European powers against each other in order to maintain supremacy at sea and ensure no European power could challenge it. Two schools of thought on how to achieve the balance would fight it out in London. One argued that “Great Britain should engage itself only when the balance was actually threatened, and then only long enough to remove the threat.” The other argued for a more aggressive policy, that “Great Britain’s main duty was to shape and not simply to protect the balance of power.”

Walter Russell Mead offers a livelier, more graphic description. As seen from the British Isles, continental Europe was a bottle, and European powers were scorpions inside the bottle, fighting each other. One view was to maintain a strong navy and simply “cork the bottle so that none of the scorpions could crawl out, and Britain would be secure.” The other was that Britain needed to “maintain the capacity to intervene in the Continental wars, to prevent any scorpion from devouring the rest and growing strong enough to push the cork out of the way and climb out of the bottle.”

Henry Kissinger points out that these differences were “practical, not philosophical; tactical, not strategic.”

The same might be said of the different varieties of balancing America applied in the region. Pillar says that offshore balancing “died in stages” after the Iran-Iraq War. President George H.W. Bush’s war on Iraq was an act of onshore balancing within a broader offshore policy. President Bill Clinton’s “dual containment” of Iraq and Iran was also a step away from offshore balancing, and President George W. Bush would discard the notion of balancing altogether and send the army to impose an American order directly.

It appears Obama attempted to take a step back from George W. Bush to George H.W. Bush, perhaps ending up somewhere between George...
W. Bush and Bill Clinton. But why did America’s balance tilt so drastically from targeting the Syrian regime, Hezbollah, and Iran to targeting ISIS and the pool of international jihadists who came to Syria to fight Assad?

Many labels have been attached to Syrian rebel groups as the war dragged on; secular and Islamist, extremist and moderate, sectarian and inclusive. But none of the above explains America’s standards as it weighed its peeling policy. A more useful distinction to understand U.S. behavior is that between national and transnational rebels. ISIS sought to destroy borders and create a larger entity; if it were to keep expanding, or even consolidate its territorial gains, it would not only have threatened Damascus and Baghdad, but possibly Saudi Arabia and the rest of the Gulf, not to mention North Africa.

In other words, ISIS made a dash for the cork, pulling America onshore to knock it back into the bottle.

Obama in History

“It was a cheap, opportunistic gamble for America and a long, bloody war for the regime, the rebels, and the rest of Syria.”

“The whole truth concerning an event can only be known after, and sometimes only long after the event itself has taken place, and this part of the story historians alone can tell.” Arthur Danto, *Narration and Knowledge*

It might be said that the United States lost its proxy war against the Syrian regime and won its open war against ISIS. The various coalitions that fought ISIS have indeed managed to contain it into a smaller area than that it had expanded to in summer 2014, which Obama can claim for his record as commander-in-chief. But ISIS and its predecessors have survived tough conditions before, long enough to pounce on the opportunity that presented itself after the Syrian uprising and then expand exponentially. That does not necessarily mean it will happen again, but it might.

On Assad, let us assume that some of those in Washington who pushed for action intended to swiftly knock down his regime, while others envisaged an open-ended war of attrition that draws in the Iranians and Hezbollah and bleeds them in Syria.

The most likely long-term intention in both cases would have been to strike a blow at the links that bind Iran, Hezbollah, and Syria, and to weaken the entire alliance, an enduring U.S. purpose. So to the extent that Iran ended up more entrenched in Syria after the proxy war, the outcome would signal a loss for America. But here, too, the outcome is not final, not just because the war has not necessarily ended, but also because it must have already transformed the regime in ways we cannot understand now.

But to speak of victory and defeat in the proxy war is to neglect a glaring asymmetry of interests and investments in Syria. While the United States
invested very little in the war, Damascus and its allies sustained vast losses. Obama made two major inputs into the covert operation against Assad that seem to have significantly affected events in Syria after the uprising; he authorized it, and then he set about making sure it never developed into a costlier entanglement. It was a cheap, opportunistic gamble for America and a long, bloody war for the regime, the rebels, and the rest of Syria.

The Syrian war remains an unfolding story, a story that awaits completion. In Syria we are dealing not only with events, but with “fragments of events” that occupy a most mysterious space in time: we cannot fully know the fragments that are past before knowing the fragments that are still to pass. But Obama seemed impatient; he had his eyes set on his history even before he started making it. As he entered office, he invited presidential historians to the White House for dinner, and three years into his first term, he was already rating himself against other presidents.

Although his second term is over, the historical contest is only just starting. At times, Barack Obama was Woodrow Wilson, speaking of morals and ideals, the arc of history, and America’s forward motion. At others, he was Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush, playing a balancing game. But even George H.W. Bush was sometimes Wilsonian, and Reagan sounded so idealistic that he had his own unique “variant of American exceptionalism.”

In a way, even the rise of Donald Trump, whose rhetoric borders on heresy from various standpoints of U.S. exceptionalism, testifies to the reach of the exceptionalist faith. After all, some of those Americans who so desperately wanted to hear their president say “America first” might have thought that the United States has not been first in the past; that it has indeed put some idea of global welfare ahead of consolidating and expanding its power.

Beyond a certain point, the labels stop making sense; they imply contradiction—a continuum with two polar opposites that never meet and are always in conflict. But in the long sweep of the United States, realism and idealism have marched together, gracefully intertwined as the former guides the country in action and the latter bestows a saintly glitter on everything she does.

The Future

On February 10 and 11, 2017, two rival Syrian coalitions laid out their positions on upcoming talks in Geneva; one group, meeting in Riyadh, wants Assad to go, while the other announced from Beirut that the Syrian presidency is not up for discussion at the conference.

The newly formed Beirut group appears to be a facade for the Syrian regime and the Russians; it seems to be aimed at reinforcing the regime’s talking points from a nominally independent standpoint. The Riyadh group is an extension of the opposition coalition that has served as a front for Gulf Arab monarchies and Western countries throughout the war, targeting Hezbollah and, later, al-Nusra and ISIS.

They may all be just puppets on a string, but they reflect a real struggle involving Russia, Iran, the Gulf monarchies, and Turkey over who controls Syria. The positions are constantly shifting, with Russia and Turkey momentarily closer than ever before, and Iran slightly further from Russia than it was in the past.
Meanwhile, somewhere in Syria, Hashem al-Sheikh announced the formation of a new group, Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham (the committee for the liberation of Syria/the Levant), a merger between Jabhat Fateh al-Sham (formerly Jabhat al-Nusra) and other groups.

“The page shall not turn upon al-Sham (Syria or the Levant),” he declared, “not through negotiations, nor through some conference that aborts the revolution and crowns the butcher.”

Although al-Nusra started as a proxy of what used to be the Islamic State in Iraq (ISI), the two diverged more than anything over priorities, with al-Nusra maintaining a fierce, unflinching focus on toppling the regime. In that sense, the fighters of Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham are today the last rebels standing.

The Americans remain focused on the transnational jihadists and Iran’s regional reach. Under Obama, it was the former more than the latter. Under Trump, it is too early to tell, but he appears to be taking a more aggressive stance toward Iran, especially as the scope of ISIS’s territorial control, a main driver of tacit coordination between the United States and Iran, diminishes.

Be that as it may, Washington’s enemies remain locked in mortal combat, a condition which lends itself to more balancing games. In a way, Obama has handed Trump a situation that reflects his own preferred scenario—one in which minimal investment is required to achieve American purposes.

It remains to be seen whether the current administration is as inclined to that approach as the former was, but as long as the region-wide sectarian split endures, Washington will have ample opportunity to maintain control from a comfortable distance, with just enough intervention to keep its enemies contained as they bleed each other.
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